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CONVOCATION

I 2 P.M., FEBRUARY 16, 2012

Illinois' first public university
155 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE I On February 18, 1857, Governor William Bissell of Illinois
signed a bill creating a normal school and establishing the Board of Education of the
state of Illinois as its governing body. The bill stipulated chat the permanent location
would be the place chat offered the most favorable inducements. Jesse W . Fell cook
up the campaign for Bloomington and obtained financial backing totaling $141,000.
Abraham Lincoln, acting as attorney for the board, drew up the bond guaranteeing the
Bloomington citizens would fulfill their financial pledges.
Illinois Scace Normal University was consequencly founded as the first public inscicucion of higher education in the scare. Established as a reacher education institution,
Illinois Scace has developed into a multipurpose university with degree programs at the
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels.
The University is one of 12 public universities in Illinois. Its 34 academic departments offer more than 188 fields of srudy in the Colleges of Applied Science and Technology, Arcs and Sciences, Business, Education, Fine Arcs, and the Mennonite College
of Nursing. The Graduate School coordinates 39 master's, two specialise, and nine
doctoral programs. The University's academic programs are supported by the services
and collections of Milner Library, which contains more than three million holdings and
special collections.
Illinois Scace is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools. The teacher-preparation programs are accredited
by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and are certified by
the Illinois Scace Board of Education. Mennonite College of Nursing is accredited by
the National League for Nursing, as well as the North Cenual Association. In addition,
numerous programs hold discipline-based accreditation. The University is also associated
with 27 professional agencies, such as the American Psychological Society, the National
Association of Schools of Arc and Design, and the National Achlecic Training Association.
The University enrolls srudencs from throughout Illinois, 49 states, and 67 countries. Students are mentored by faculty members, including numerous teacher-scholars
recognized at national and international levels, dedicated co superior reaching.
Conveniencly located in Central Illinois, the University is situated at the intersection of three major interstate highways, as well as along the Chicago-Sc. Louis railroad
corridor. Due to its easy access in a region of strong economic growth and its multidimensional profile, Illinois Scace is able co respond co the varied needs and interests of its
constituents and contribute co the development of its students as responsible citizens.
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Convocation program
BROWN BALLROOM, BONE STUDENT CENTER

PROCESSIONAL

Led by Distinguished Professors
Faculty led by Daniel Holland, chairperson, Academic Senate
"Procession of the Academics," David Maslanka
Performed by the Illinois State University Wind Symphony
Stephen K. Steele, conductor
NATIONAL ANTHEM

Performed by Jennifer Stevens
School of Music
WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS

Al Bowman, president
PRESEN TATION OF DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR

Sheri Noren Everts, vice president and provost
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR
PRESENTATION OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY TEACHERS AND RESEARCHERS
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHING INITIATIVE
AND RESEARCH INITIATIVE AWARDS
PRESENTATION OF THE TEAM RESEARCH AWARD
PRESENTATION OF THE OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
PRESENTATION OF THE SERVICE INITIATIVE AWARDS
PRESENTATION OF THE STAN AND SANDY RIVES
EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AWARD
PRESENTATION OF THE HERB SANDERS AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

Erin Minne, vice president for University Advancement
PRESENTATION OF WILLIAMS OUTSTANDING TECHNOLOGY SERVICE AWARD
PRESENTATION OF THE NEAL R, GAMSKY AWARD
PRESENTATION OF DAVID A. STRAND DIVERSITY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

David A. Strand, president emeritus
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PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI AWARDS

Janessa Williams, president of the Alumni Association
Outstanding Young Alumni Award
Alumni Achievement Award
E. Burton Mercier Service Award
Senator john W Maitland Jr. , Commitment to Education Awai·d
Distinguished Alumni Award
PRESENTATION OF THE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHING AWARDS

Larry Dietz, vice president for Student Affairs
RECOGNITION OF THE COUNCIL FOR TEACHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
RECOGNITION OF BONE, PRESIDENTIAL, AND UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS,
AND BOWMAN FELLOWS
RECOGNITION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AWARD RECIPIENTS

Daniel Layzell, vice president for Finance and Planning
RECOGNITION OF 2011 TEAM EXCELLENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS
PRESENTATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL
AND CIVIL SERVICE COUNCIL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
RECOGNITION OF EMPLOYEES-YEARS OF SERVICE
CLOSING REMARKS

Al Bowman
"UNIVERSITY HYMN"

Performed by the Illinois Scare University Symphonic Winds
Led by Jennifer Stevens
RECESSIONAL

"Procession of the Academics," David Maslanka
Performed by the Illinois State University Wind Symphony
RECEPTION

There will be a reception at approximately 3:30 p.m. in the
Bone Student Center Brown Ballroom.
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Distinguished Professor
The Distinguished Professor appointment. wh ich recognizes outstanding teachers
and scholars. is the most prestigious honor that can be earned by a faculty member
at Illinois State University.

JAMES K, SKIBO
James K. Skibo came to Illinois State University in 1992. He received his Ph.D . in 1990
from the University of Arizona. He has built an international reputation as a worldwide
leader in the fields of echnoarchaeology, archaeology of the
Southwest, and archaeological method. He was named the
College Researcher of the Year in 1999, along with being
honored in 2001 with an Award for Excellence by the
National Forest Service. Archaeology is not an area as rich
in funding opportunities as the biological or physical sciences, but Skibo's work has consistently been funded by the
National Science Foundation and the U.S . Deparanent of
Agriculture-National Forest Service.
Skibo's work has led to a greater understanding of historic cultures through their
artifacts, most specifically pottery, and he has provided his colleagues in the discipline
with guidance on the process of linking artifacts and culture. This work has led to the
publication of eight books, including People and Things, published in 2008, and his
forthcoming Understanding Pottery Function. His work in the Southwest resulted in an
edited volume, The Joyce Well Site: On the Frontier ofthe Casas Grandes World (2002).
Skibo has published more than 40 articles and chapters to accompany his several book-length works. He is also a journal editor and editor for the Foundations of
Archaeological Inquiry series, published by the University of Utah Press. He has assumed
a number of leadership roles in professional societies, another sign of his international
stature in the field.
Skibo possesses another characteristic chat is rypical of a Distinguished Professor
at Illinois State: He has never sacrificed his attention to his students for the sake of
his scholarship. His dedication to teaching is reflected in very high student evaluations,
by his commitment to seeking funding for graduate education, and by the high degree
of student involvement in his research. His regard for education is also reflected in his
publication of a trade book, Ants for Breakfast, written to inform a wider audience of the
work of archaeologists and its meaning to the world today.
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Past Distinguished Professors
2011

Paul Garris, Biological Sciences

2010

Victor G. Devinacz, Management and Quantitative Methods;
and John B. Pryor, Psychology

2009

Susan Sprecher, Sociology and Anthropology

2008

Radheshyarn Jayaswal , Biological Sciences; and Glenn Reeder, Psychology

2007

Curtis White, English

2006

Scott Sakaluk, Biological Sciences; and John Shields, English

2005

No appointments made

2004

David Borst, Biological Sciences; and Rainer Grobe, Physics

2003

Willard Bohn, Foreign Languages

2002

Steven Juliano, Biological Sciences

2001

Richard Stivers, Sociology

2000

James D. Bueler, Art; and Timothy D. Lash, Chemistry

1999

Charles Orser Jr. , Anthropology

1998

Diane R. Urey, Foreign Languages;
and Ralph A. Weisheit, Criminal Justice Sciences

1997

Edward Hines, Educational Administration and Foundations;
and Mark Wyman, Histo1y

1996

Lucia Gecsi, English; and Brian Wilkinson, Biological Sciences

1995

Laura Berk, Psychology;
and Lanny Morreau, Specialized Educational Development

1994

Roger Anderson, Biological Sciences; and Richard Payne, Political Science

1993

Joel Myers, Art; and Douglas West, Chemistry

1992

Paul Baker, Educational Administration and Foundations;
and Carol Thornton, Mathematics

1991

Frances Anderson, Art; and John Freed, Histo1y

1990

Anthony Liberca, Biological Sciences; and Rodger Tarr, English

1989

John Dossey, Mathematics; and Thomas Fitch, Ctm·iculum and Instruction

1988

Harold Gregor, Art

1987

Ann Noice, Health Sciences; and Cheryl Stevenson, Chemistry

1986

Raci Ram, Economics; and Arlan Richardson, Chemimy and Biological Sciences

1985

Ray Lewis White, English

1984

Franzie Loepp, Industrial Technology; and Edward Mackford, Biological Sciences

1983

Roque Cordero, Music;
and G. Alan Hickrod, Educational Administration and Foundations

1982

Herman Brockman, Biological Sciences; Edward Schapsmeier, Histo1y;
and Benjamin Hubbard, College ofEducation

lllinoi sState.ed u/Fo und ersDay
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University Professors
The University Professor appointment is made to a faculty member or administrator
who holds the rank of full professor and who has achieved national recognition for
scholarly research, creative production, or leadership in creat ive or scholarly activit ies.

JIM JAWAHAR
Jim Jawahar joined the faculty in the Department of Management and Quantitative
Methods in 1998. He received his Ph.D. from Oklahoma Scace University and is a graduate of the Management Development Certificate Program from Harvard University.
Jawahar has published more than 45 articles in journals such as the Academy of

Management Review, Journal ofManagement, journal ofLabor Research, Personnel Psychology, and Journal ofApplied Psychology. He has presented more than 60 papers at national
and international conferences, such as the Academy of Management Conference and the
Administrative Sciences Association of Canada. He has received many Best Paper Awards
and research awards.
He has been recognized with the Society for Human Resource Management
Research Award, also known as the Dale Yoder and Herb Heneman Award, for his
research on performance appraisal. This award is one of the most prestigious awards in
the area of human resource management. Ac Illinois Scace University, he has received the
College of Business Service Award, College of Business Research Award, and has been
recognized twice with the Caterpillar Faculty Scholar Award.
Jawahar is also the ediror of Career Development International, a premier journal in
the careers area of management. He previously served on the editorial board of the/ournal ofManagement and is on the Editorial Advisory boards of Group and Organization
Management, journal ofOrganizational and End User Computing, and journal ofManagerial Psychology. He serves as an ad-hoc reviewer for several top-tier journals in the field.
He has served for the past 11 years on the Executive Board of the BloomingtonNormal Human Resource Council, and was its president in 2003.
Jawahar is also the faculty advisor for the student chapter of the Society for Human
Resource Management. The Illinois Scace University chapter has received the Superior
Merit Award each of the lase nine years under Jawahar's leadership. In addition, for the
2009-2010 academic year the student chapter received che Outstanding Chapter Award,
the highest award given by the Society for Human Resource Management, a professional
organization with more than 200,000 members.
Jawahar has served as chair of the Department of Management and Quantitative
Methods since 2007.

ALI RIAZ
Ali Riaz joined the faculty in the Department of Policies and Government in 2002. He
received his Ph.D . in political science in 1993 from the University of Hawaii.
Riaz has an outstanding research record focused on his specialization oflslam, Bangladesh, and Madrassah education. As a recognized expert on Bangladeshi policies, Riaz
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has written numerous books rhat have garnered rave reviews, including, but not limited
to God Willing: The Politics ofIslam in Bangladesh; Faithfid Education; Islamist Militancy
in Bangladesh: A Complex Web; and Pamdise Lost: State Failure in Nepal.
Borh before and rhroughout his tenure at Illinois State University, Riaz has been a
prolific scholar. Throughout his career, Riaz has written a total of 10 books in English,
averaging one per year. Riaz has published rhree book chapters in English, 27 refereed
research articles, and 32 nonrefereed articles. In addition, he has published 11 books in
Bengali, two research monographs, and two refereed research articles.
Riaz has also served as a consultant to many prestigious organizations, such as
rhe Conflict Prevention and Peace Forum of rhe Social Science Research Council, rhe
United Nations Development Program, rhe United States Commission on International Religious Freedom, and has many examples of assistance to peace-building in
Bangladesh. He is a regular contributor to leading Bengali media outlets as well as rhe
British Broadcasting Corporation. He has been quoted in Time magazine, USA Today,
rhe Village Voice, The New York Times, and is a regular contributor to Voice ofAmerica
broadcasts. In each of rhese instances, Riaz brings national and international recognition
nor only ro himself, but also to Illinois Stare University.
He has also served as editor for Studies on Asia, a biannual journal of Asian studies;
as book review editor, Asia, for rhejournal ofAsian andAftican Studies and as book review
editor, Sourh Asia, for Comparative Studies ofSouth Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.
Riaz has served as chair of rhe Deparrment of Politics and Government since 2007.

Outstanding University Teachers
CATEGORY I

The Ou t stand ing Uni vers ity Teac her Award, Category I, honors except iona l Illino is
State facu lty members whose teaching accomplishments are unusual ly sign ificant
and meritorious among their col leagues at the University and beyond, and who are
tenured or in a tenure-track position.

GEORGE BYRNS

George Byrns is a professor of environmental healrh in rhe Deparrment of Healrh Sciences. He came to Illinois Stare University in 1999 after a 25-year career wirh rhe U.S.
Public Healrh Service. He has taught primarily undergraduate courses in environmental
and occupational healrh. He has also published the textbook, Hazard Recognition and

Control in Institutional Settings: A Guide for Hospitals, Universities and Nursing Homes
in 2009. His reaching philosophy centers on rhe belief rhat for subjects such as environmental and occupational healrh, understanding is not sufficient. Students must be
encouraged to apply rheoretical concepts to "real-world" situations. In order to create
opportunities to apply rhese concepts, he uses problem-based learning (PBL) methods
in his classes. He was also an early adopter of classroom response technology (clickers)
to encourage active participation by all students, even in large general education classes.
Recently, he began integrating clickers into PBL case studies. He has won an award from

lll in oisState.edu/ Foun de rsDay
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the ISU Student Educational Association and in 2007 was honored with the College of
Applied Science and Technology Outstanding College Teacher Award.

CRAIG C. MCLAUCHLAN
Craig C. McLauchlan is an associate professor and the associate chair of undergraduate
programs in the Chemistry Department at Illinois Scace University. He received his A.B.
from Harvard University and his Ph.D . from Northwestern University and started his
career at Illinois Scace in 2002. Outside of the classroom and laboratory, he has also been
involved with students as a faculty floor mentor in the residence halls and a Presidential
Scholar mentor. McLauchlan has received several teaching awards, including the Illinois
Scace 2005-2006 University Teaching Initiative Award, the 2007 College of Arcs and
Sciences Dean's Award for Outstanding Teaching, and the 2010-2011 College of Arcs
and Sciences Award for Excellence in Teaching (STEM disciplines) .
McLauchlan's research group focuses on coordination chemistry involving vanadium, among ocher metals, for use as oxidation catalysts and/or enzyme inhibitors.
He has published several manuscripts with his graduate (M.S.) and undergraduate
sc•.1denc coworkers in chis area. Their work is funded by a National Science Foundation
CAREER Award co McLauchlan. He believes chat his research laboratory is a natural
learning environment beyond the classroom, and he enjoys the thrill of discovering
never-before-seen results alongside his students. McLauchlan also received a University
Research Initiative Award in 2006-2007.
CATEGORY II

The Outstandi ng University Teacher Award , Category II, honors exceptiona l Illinois
State teachers w ho se teaching accomp lishments are unusually signi ficant and meritorious among their colleagues at the University and beyond, but who are not te nured
o r in a tenure-track position.

ELISABETH REED
Elisabeth Reed is an instructional assistant professor in the Department of Family and
Consumer Sciences. After studies and professional experience in architecture, she earned
a master's degree in fashion design from the Savannah College of Arc and Design in
2006. In 2008, Reed began teaching at Illinois Scace University in the Department of
Family and Consumer Sciences including a variety of classes in the apparel, merchandising, and design sequence. Reed is committed co bringing "real-life" scenarios into her
classroom and works co pull from her own personal design experiences co relate the
subject matter co the real world.
Reed often cakes her srudents outside the classroom to visit locations throughout the
community such as a local alpaca farm, various retail locations, thrift scores, fabric shops,
and design srudios. She is an active advisor with the srudent-led Apparel Merchandising
and Design Association and has planned numerous fall trips co nearby cities such as Chicago, Minneapolis, and Sc. Louis, where srudents receive a behind-the-scenes tour of industry
locations. She also organized a weeklong srudy tour to Los Angeles for both apparel and
interior design srudencs, and is currently planning a spring study tour to New York City.
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Outstanding University Researchers
The Outstanding University Researcher Awards recogn ize facu lty whose research is
acknowledged at the national or international level for its quality and contribution to the
profession or discipline.

CYNTHIA LANGRALL
Cynthia Langrall is a machemacics educator whose outstanding work in students' probabilistic and statistical chinking has international significance in an area in which minimal
work was done prior to the publication of her seminal papers on chis topic. Her publications established two cheorecical frameworks with which to understand children's probabilistic and statistical chinking. Due to these frameworks, she was invited to coauthor
three chapters in three different prestigious international handbooks on mathematics
education research that establish standards for the discipline.
Langrall has published six books, approximately 30 refereed research articles or
book chapters, was coauthor of two reports commissioned by the National Research
Council, and garnered more than $1.5 million in external grant funding. She has served
on three National Science Foundation Review panels as well as on the Advisory Board
for the international Teacher Education Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M) in 2009.
Langrall was also selected by a blue-ribbon panel of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics as the new editor of the journal for Research in Mathematics Education.
Langrall has also been serving as director of the mathematics education Ph.D. program at Illinois State University. Her teaching was recognized by the Illinois Council of
Teachers of Mathematics with the Max Beberman Award in 2000.

LISA SZCZEPURA
Lisa Szczepura joined the faculty at Illinois State University in 1997 as an assistant
professor of inorganic chemistry, and was promoted to the rank of professor in 2009.
She earned a B.S. in chemistry (Summa Cum Laude) in 1989 and a Ph.D. in chemistry
in 1994, both from the State University of New York at Buffalo. She was a National
Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Illinois from 1994 to 1997
before joining the Department of Chemistry. While at Illinois Stare, she has been a visiting researcher at Harvard University (2001-2002) and the University of California at
Berkeley (2004-2005).
Szczepura has earned numerous awards for research and for reaching. Ar the
national level, she has received a National Science Foundation CAREER Award and
a Radcliffe Fellowship. At Illinois State, she has received the Outstanding University
Teacher Award, the Outstanding College Researcher Award, the Outstanding College
Teacher Award, the Dean's Award for Outstanding Teaching, the Research Initiative
Award, and the Teaching Initiative Award.
Szczepura' s research focuses on preparing and characterizing new metal cluster
compounds, with the eventual goal of creating catalysts for cleaner and more efficient
industrial processes. She has earned more than $1,500,000 in grants to support this
work, and published more than 20 articles involving numerous undergraduate and

lllin oisState.edu/ FoundersDay
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graduate students. Since 1997, she has mentored 14 M.S. students and 24 undergraduate
students in the research laboratory, and these students have made numerous presentations at national/international, regional, and local meetings.
As part of her N ational Science Foundation CAREER Award, Szczepura implemented a workshop program for minority students interested in careers in science. The
program encouraged students from underrepresented groups to participate in undergraduate research, with the goal of increasing retention and graduation rates of the students.
Of the students completing the program, 60 percent became actively involved in research
and graduated with a science degree. This blending of the mutually supportive areas of
teaching and research typify Szczepura's career at Illinois State University.

University Teaching Initiative Awards
The University Teaching Initiative Awards are presented to faculty who. w ithin their first
fi ve years at Illinois State, have exhibited considerable promise in teach ing early in their
academ ic careers.

CYNTHIA EDMONDS-CADY
Cynthia Edmonds-Cady is an assistant professor in the School of Social Work. She also
serves as a core faculty member in the Women and Gender Studies Program. She joined
Illinois State University in 2007. She received her Ph.D. in social work from Michigan State University, and her M .S. from the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor. She
regularly teaches the courses: Understanding Diverse Populations, Community Practice,
and Child and Family Policy. She has developed a model for teaching anti-oppressive
community practice to social work students, and received a teaching and learning civic
engagement grant to test the outcomes of this model for both students and community
members. All of the courses she teaches contain some form of civic engagement, partnering students with community members to work toward grassroots social change. Her
scholarship also examines community members' patterns of civic engagement and social
action. Her research has explored the civic engagement patterns of young mothers living
in low-income communities, the uses of maternalism in the Welfare Rights Movement
of the 1960s and 1970s, and poor women's access to reproductive services during the
1940s and 1950s Jim Crow South.

LYDIA KYEI-BLANKSON
Lydia Kyei-Blankson is an assistant professor in the Educational Administration and
Foundations (EAF) Department. Kyei-Blankson came to Illinois State University in
2007 after completing post-doctoral training at Washington University in St. Louis.
She received her Ph.D . in educational research and evaluation from Ohio University
in 2005. At Illinois State, she teaches graduate research methods and applied statistics
courses online, as well as in blended and traditional face-to-face formats. In addition to
her teaching assignments, Kyei-Blankson serves on many dissertations as a methodologist. Her students are comprised mostly of school educators and school leaders. In all her
teaching endeavors, her goal is to model best practices in teaching.
10
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She believes in promoting faculty-student interaction, building a safe learning
community, promoting active learning, providing prompt and constructive feedback,
emphasizing rime on cask, communicating higher expectations, and recognizing diversity
in learning. She also believes instructors need to demonstrate content, pedagogical, and
technological competency in the classroom. As such, she engages in professional development and in the scholarship of teaching and learning and uses the information from her
research to reinvent or update her courses. She received the EAF Manahan Family Award
for Excellence in Teaching in spring 2011.

University Research Initiative Awards
The University Research Ini t iative Award is presented to faculty w ho, with in t heir first
five years at Ill inois State. have initiated a prom ising research agenda early in the ir
academ ic careers.

JOSH BROWN
Josh Brown joined the faculty of the Department ofTechnology in fall 2008, specializing
in technology teacher education. Brown earned his Ph.D . from Purdue in 2008, Ed.M.
in educational psychology from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2004,
and B.S. from Ball Scace University in 2001. Now an assistant professor at Illinois Scace
University, Brown has established an exceptional record of funded research and scholarship for a faculty member so early in his career.
Brown's research is focused on teaching and learning in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) classroom environments for K-12 students. H e has
been the principal investigator or co-principal investigator on more than $1,000,000
of gram funding to dace. He is poised to double chis amount of funding over the next
five years as he will be co-PI on a recently announced Illinois Scace Board of Education
STEM grant chat will total approximately $1,100,000 at completion.
He has had eight peer-reviewed publications since 2008 and three more in review.
He also has 14 peer-reviewed presentations at professional venues such as the American
Society for Engineering Education and the Internacional Technology and Engineering
Education Association. Brown received the Department of Technology Research Award
in 2009 .

HAE JIN GAM
Hae Jin Garn is an assistant professor in the D epartment of Family and Consumer Sciences in the area of apparel merchandising and design. Garn joined the faculty of Illinois
Scare University in August 2007. Her specialization is in apparel design.
Gam's areas of research include sustainability development in the apparel and textile
industry, eco-friendly purchasing behavior of consumers, and creative and functional
apparel produce development. She has developed a strong traditional research program
with an excellent publication record in well-respected journals within the field, numerous
refereed presentations at national and international conferences, and emerging success
in securing grants to support her research and scholarly program. She has received rwo
lllin oisS tat e. ed u/ Fou ndersDay
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grants from the Environmental Protection Agency. These are all of the activities that
one expects to see in a traditional research program. The quality of her publications has
been externally validated by two Best Paper awards from the International Textile and
Apparel Association.
AIi of her scholarly activities are aligned with her passion for sustainability development, teaching, and creative works. Her focus on sustainability led her to develop a new
sustainability course that was approved and is being taught for the first time this spring.

JUN-HYUN KIM
Jun-Hyun Kim earned a B.S. in industrial chemistry in 1995 and an M .S. in chemical
engineering in 2000, both from KeiMyung University in Dae-Gu, South Korea. He
earned a Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Houston in 2005, after which he
worked as a postdoctoral researcher at Northwestern University until joining the Department of Chemistry in 2009.
Kim's research involves the development of nanoscale materials for two important
applications: catalysis and drug delivery. In the area of catalysis, he has focused on using
nanoparticles and sunlight to catalyze important chemical reactions-an important
component of society's push towards more environmentally sustainable manufacturing
processes. In the area of drug delivery, Kim's research group is developing stimuliresponsive hollow nanostructures that are engineered for site-specific delivery and release
of therapeutic agents. The nanoparticles are engineered so that their surfaces have
specific interactions with the target (e.g. a tumor cell), while the interior is filled with a
therapeutic agent that can be released in a controlled manner. The therapeutic agent is
therefore delivered to the site of action, increasing potency and decreasing the number
and/ or intensiry of side effects.
In only his third year as a faculty member, Kim has already published five research
articles from his work at Illinois State U niversiry. He has also supervised the research
of two M.S. and six undergraduate students. He has mentored five additional summer
research students, three in the National Science Foundation-funded STEM ENGINES
project (for City Colleges of Chicago students), and two in the American Chemical
Society-funded Project SEED (for economically disadvantaged high school students).
Five of his research students have appeared as coauthors on publications, and most have
presented their work at national, regional, and/or local conferences.

SOMNATH LAHIRI
Somnath Lahiri joined the Department of Management and Quantitative Methods
in fall 2007 after completing his Ph.D. in business administration at the University of
Memphis that same year. His research interests focus on corporate strategy and firm
performance in an international business setting with particular focus on emerging
economies. Lahiri has researched extensively on important, interesting, and timely topics
such as offshore outsourcing, entry mode choice of multinational firms, and dynamics of
service providers in emerging economies. He has shared his research findings at numer-
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ous national and international conferences and has been published in several leading,
peer-reviewed international business journals. Lahiri has published 13 journal articles,
nine which appeared after he joined Illinois Scace University. His four ocher articles have
been accepted for publication. His works have been cited in top-tier business journals
and M .B.A.-level textbooks. Lahiri regularly reviews manuscripts for academic conferences and business journals, has acted as session chair at many academic conferences, and
has served on conference best-paper selection comminees. He also sics on the editorial
review panel of a business journal.

MARIA A. MOORE
Maria A. Moore is an assistant professor teaching media law and ethics in the School of
Communication at Illinois Scace University. She received her doctorate from National
Louis University in Chicago. Prior to joining ISU in 2008, Moore spent 25 years in
senior management at television broadcast stations, with her lase management assignment as general manager ofWYCC-TV in Chicago. She also caught at the Newhouse
School of Communications at Syracuse University and at Columbia College Chicago.
Moore pursues a dual scholarship inquiry in her discipline of communication as
well as in the scholarship of teaching and learning (So TL). Her communication scholarship focuses on whistleblower/journalisc dynamics. As an SoTL scholar, she examines
student/teacher collaborations in civic engagement.
Her digital media production of Urban Teacher Preparation far Elementary, Middle
and Seconda1y Schools, co-produced with Brent K. Simonds also of the School of Communication, won two peer-juried film festivals, a first place award at the 2010 National
Broadcast Society professional production competition, and a Gold EMPixx award at the
2010 competition honoring professional excellence in the production of moving pixels.
She serves on the executive board of the documentary division of the Broadcast Education Association. She served on the executive boards for the Sundance Film Festival
and the National Association of Television Program Executives. She is an accomplished
journalist and producer of television programs and is the recipient of numerous awards,
including six regional Emmys and was named producer of the Best Outreach Program
in America by the National Association of Governors. In addition to earning the 20112012 Illinois Scace Research Initiative Award, Moore was awarded the 2010-2011 ISU
Teaching Initiative Award.

CARL SCHIMMEL
Carl Schimmel joined the Illinois Scace University faculty in 2009, and is a graduate of
Duke University (Ph.D., music composition), the Yale School of Music (M.M., music
composition), and Case Western Reserve University (B.A., mathematics and music).
Winner of Columbia University's Joseph Beams Prize and the 2010 Lee Ettelson
Award, Schimmel has received honors and awards from many organizations, including
the MacDowell Colony, Yaddo, Copland House, the Seoul Internacional Composition
Competition, the National Federation of Music Clubs, the New York Youth Symphony

1lli noisState.edu/FoundersDay
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First Music Awards, NACWPI, SCI, and ASCAP. His works have been performed in
Carnegie Hall's Weill Hall, Merk.in Hall in New York, Severance Hall in Cleveland, the
National Arts Centre in Ottawa, St. Martin-in-the-Fields in London, Orchestra Hall in
Minneapolis, and at other venues throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. He has
received performances and commissions from the California EAR Unit, the Left Coast
Chamber Ensemble, the Minnesota Orchestra, North/South Consonance, saxophonist
Taimur Sullivan, bass clarinetist Henri Bok, Line C3 Percussion Ensemble, Cross Sound
Music Festival, the Da Capo Chamber Players, Lucy Shelton, the Mexico City Woodwind Quintet, Flexible Music, counter)induction, the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra,
Composers, Inc., and many others.

Team Research Award·
The Outstanding Team Research Award is presented for regional, national and/or international visib le research that contributes to multipl e professions and/or discipl ines.
One member of th e team must have three years of academic experience at Illinois
State, and the team must consist of at least two different campus units.

LOU REIFSCHNEIDER AND PETER KAUFMAN
Lou Reifschneider and Peter Kaufman began collaborating on a unique market research
project in spring 2010. Kaufman's marketing students conducted market research for
bio-based plastic materials. Reifschneider's technology students advised the teams on the
feasibility of using various bio-based materials. This inter-departmental project exposed
students to the importance of working in cross-functional teams to address a complex
task such as product development. Their findings, published in the journal of Sustainability Education, illustrated some of the challenges and benefits of interdisciplinary
learning in sustainability education.
In fall 2010, Reifschneider, Kaufman, two fellow ISU faculty members, and students in a temporary interdisciplinary studies course teamed up to consult with retailers
regarding the benefits of converting to low energy lighting. The primary objective of the
course was civic engagement for the purpose of helping retailers learn about the possible
cost savings of converting to compact fluorescent lighting. The cross-functional aspect
was the integration of environmental science with product sales. By working together,
student teams were able to educate and persuade retailers to implement an energy-saving
lighting technology. An overview of this project was presented at the CTLT Teaching
and Learning Symposium in January 2011 .
Their collaboration continued in fall 201 I as students from their engineering and
M.B.A. programs addressed another product design challenge. M.B.A. students developed a marketing plan for a product designed to have green market appeal. Engineering
technology students specified the material composition and estimated the manufacturing
costs. This cross-function design approach is common in industry and brings an authentic, market-focused perspective when analyzing market opportunities.
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Outstanding University Service Award
The Outsta nd in g University Service Award is g iven to faculty members whose se rvice
to Illinois State Uni vers ity is unusually sign ifican t and meritorious. Service is a centra l
componen t of Illin ois State's mission and governance.

PAUL

w.

BORG,

SCHOO L OF M USIC

Service Initiative Award
The Se rvice Initiative Award is g iven to faculty members who, ear ly in their academ ic
careers, have shown co nsiderab le promise in service to the University. Up to seven
tenured or te nure -t rack facu lty members per yea r with five o r fewer years of service
to Illin ois State Uni vers ity rece ive the award.

GEORGIA TSO UV ALA,

DEPARTMENT OF HI STORY

Stan and Sandy Rives Excellence
in Undergraduate Education Award
Th e Stan and Sandy Rives Excellence in Undergraduate Edu cation Award recognizes
outsta nd in g teac hin g or a significant contribution to the undergraduate experience,
with special attention given to the first-year experi ence.

LORI ADAMS
Lori Adams serves as head of the undergraduate acting program for the School of Theatre
and oversees more than 150 acting majors. She personally auditions and interviews every
acting student for admission into the acting sequence and meets regularly with first-year
students so they are informed of important events and feel like a part of the school.
Adams believes that the freshman Acting I course is the most critical time to nurture and
develop a young actor's skill. She advocates for the course to be caught by senior-level
faculty and encourages ongoing discussions to keep the course fresh and effective.
She coaches the nominees for the highly coveted Irene Ryan Award competition
at the American College Theatre Festival held each January. As a result, the Illinois
State School of Theatre students have gone on to the finals at the Kennedy Center in
W ashington, D .C., for the past five years. In addition, along with a colleague, Adams
organizes the Chicago Professional Agent and Casting Director Showcase for graduating
seniors each spring.

lllin oisSta te.ed u/ Foun de rsDay
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Herb Sanders Award for
Outstanding Academic Advisement
The Herb Sa nd ers Awa rd for Outs t anding Acad emi c Advisem ent recogni zes ad v isors
w h o dem o nst rate a ca ring attitud e for st udent s, w ho are asserti ve in t heir con tac t s
w ith stud ent s, and w ho suppo r t campu s-w id e acad emic ad v isem ent.

JANET CLAUS
Janet Claus began her advising career working in the Honors Program as a graduate
assistant and has been an academic advisor at Illinois State University for more than 25
years, She earned her B.A. in biology from Illinois Wesleyan University and her M .A. in
history from Illinois State University. In her role in University College Academic Advisement, Claus works with a diverse population of students, including incoming science
majors and undeclared students; University Studies majors; Latin American, Caribbean,
and Latino/a Studies minors; and Peace and Conflict resolution minors. Her advising
philosophy is that advising is teaching and learning. She enjoys providing individualized attention to students and helping them develop and pursue academic goals that are
compatible with their individual values, skills, interests, and ambitions, Her work with
university studies majors has made it possible to graduate many students in difficult
circumstances, including a great many first-generation students.
She has served on a variety of campus committees and is currently serving as an
elected member of tl1e Academic Advisor Council. She mentors new advisors, both formally and informally, and is happy to see several of her former academic peer advisors
successfully working as professional academic advisors,

Williams Outstanding
Technology Service Award
Th e Wi lliams Outsta nding Tec h nology Se r v ice Awa rd reco gni ze s an acad emi c profes siona l or civ il serv ice st aff m em ber w ho has mad e an o uts tand ing contribution to the
Uni ve rsity in t he area of tec hn o logy and se rvice.

KRENA HOYT
Krena Hoye has worked at Illinois State University for 25 years in Milner Library, most
recently in the web services and : nd-user systems unit. In that position, she handles the
behind-the-scenes technical work on library faculty and staff workstations as well as the
front-line public IT services for faculty, staff, and students in the library. She earned her
undergraduate degree in chemistry at Illinois State in 1986.
Hoye is universally appreciated and applauded by library staff. One exemplary
IT-support response cited was Hoyt's recent collaboration with the Office of Disability
Concerns as well as several units in Milner Library in support of the information technology needed by a student with both vision and fine-motor-skills challenges. Several
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of her supporters highlight Hoyt's "concern and appreciation for the end-user perspective" as further indications of the outstanding contribution she makes to the area of
technology service.

Neal R. Gamsky Award

l
I

The N ea l R. Gamsky Awa rd ho n o rs a staff m ember in th e Di v isio n of St ud ent A ffai rs
w ho has made outstanding contributi o ns to th e qu alit y of life for st udent s at Illinoi s
St ate Uni versi ty.

BRENT PATERSON
Brent Paterson joined the administration at Illinois State University in April 2001 as
associate vice president for Student Affairs and later was named senior associate vice
president for Student Affairs. In chis capacity, he oversees the Bone Srudent Center and
Braden Auditorium, Campus Dining Services, Campus Recreation and the Student
Fitness Center, University Housing Services, and University Police. During his time at
Illinois State, he has overseen nearly every department in the Division of Student Affairs.
In his work with these units, Paterson makes a point of keeping the needs of students
and the enrichment of their lives at the forefront of decision-making. He also is a clinical
assistant professor of educational foundations and administration.
Paterson was a member of the student affairs staff at Texas A&M University for
17 years serving in various roles. He was the dean of srudent life and adjunct associate
professor of educational administration immediately prior to moving to Illinois State. He
has worked in srudent affairs for more than 30 years, holding positions in admissions,
residential life, srudent judicial affairs, and student affairs administration.
Paterson holds a B.S. degree in elementary education from Lambuth College, an
M.S. degree in counseling from the University of Memphis, and a Ph.D. in higher education administration from the University of Denver.
Paterson has been active in the National Association of Student Personnel Administrarors (NASPA), the Southern Association for College Student Affairs (SACSA),
and the Association for Student Judicial Affairs (ASJA) holding leadership positions in
these associations.
Paterson has published more than 30 articles and book chapters and is coauthor of
two books on higher education. He received the D. Parker Young Award from ASJA for
outstanding scholarly and research contributions in the area of higher education law. He
also served as editor of the journal o/Student Conduct Administration and associate editor
of The College Student Affairs journal.

lll inoisState.edu/ FoundersDay
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David A. Strand
Diversity Achievement Award
The David A. Strand Diversity Ac hievement Awa rd honors faculty and/or staff mem bers who have made ex trao rdinary contributions to curricula or programs that help
Illinois State University respond to its comm itmen t to di versity.
ROBERT E. LEE

Robert E. Lee is the director of the Illinois Scace University Chicago Teacher Education Pipeline Programs and Partnerships. He launched or assisted with the launch of
many programs and initiatives, including the Seep-Up: Summer Teacher Education
Partnership for Urban Preparation; Engaging the Urban Community: The Importance
of Understanding Culcural Contexts for Effective Classroom Management in Latino
and African-American Schools; Education in the New Millennium: Experiential Learning, Language Development and Connected Community Engagements in Little Village
Community and Michoacan, Mexico; and the Chrysalis Summer Bridge: Paving the
Road and Enhancing College Access, Preparation and Persistence for Traditionally
Underrepresented Students.
Lee also administers che Course Redevelopment Grant Program, which offers monetary assistance co faculty co transform an existing course into a class that better prepares
students co work in underserved communities.
Lee has received more than $1.2 million in state grants for the Grow Your Own
Consortium, Illinois 21st Century Community Learning Centers, I-SUCCEED, Chicago
Teacher Education Pipeline and STEM programs. He also has received National Science
Foundation and Scace Farm Company Foundation support for his program initiatives.

Alumni Awards
OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD

AMAR KAMATH
Amar Karnath is on the executive team of Bio Reference Laboratories, which is the third
largest publicly held clinical laboratory in the United Scates. Beyond leading marketing,
he is involved in business development, intellectual property management and licensing,
and new market strategies.
Karnath came co Illinois Scace University as an M.B.A. student. While completing
the degree, Karnath sold educational books door co door. Since then, he has worked at
three hospitals, including an internship at BroMenn. He spent the last decade advancing
in the for-profit healthcare sector.
Karnath works on clinical, molecular, and cancer diagnostics. He aims co provide
cost-effective diagnostic services co help physicians effectively diagnose and treat patients.
He focuses on reducing sexually transmitted infections, personalizing cancer therapies,
and diagnosing genetic disorders early.
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He is involved in philanthropic organizations such as Kiva, a microlending organization; Sierra House, a transitional shelter for homeless youth; and several patient
support organizations.
The 2010 recipient of the College of Business Early Career Achievement Award,
Karnath visits ISU twice annually co serve on the College of Business Advisory Council.
He is making efforts co establish a· COB Alumni Network in the New York Ciry area.
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

CONNIE MUELLER
Connie Mueller holds a master's degree in family and consumer sciences, where she
caught eight years and served as preceptor for che ISU Dietetics Internship Program. She
retired after 16 years as Bloomington District 87's school nutrition director.
A member of the School Nutrition Association (SNA), she served as the Midwest
regional director. She is chair of the SNA Governing Council, the SNA media spokesperson, and Illinois SNA past president. She chairs the American Dietetic Association
(ADA) School Nutrition Services Dietetic Practice Group.
Mueller served on the National Advisory Council of che National Food Service
Management Institute. She is the SNA author for the Joint Position Paper of the American Dietetic Association, the SNA, and the Society for Nutrition Education on Comprehensive Nutrition Services.
She received the 1998 SNA FAME Award for Silver Rising Scar; the 2004 Award
of Excellence for Outstanding Management, Leadership, and Innovation from the ADA;
and the 2005 Award of Excellence in Management Practice from the American Dietetic
Association Foundation.
She was Illinois Scace' s 2010 Outstanding Alumni for the Department of Family and
Consumer Sciences, as well as the 2010 Illinois School Nutrition Director of the Year.
E. BURTON MERCIER AWARD

MARIAN KNEER
Marian Kneer has dedicated her life co education and athletics, working as a proponent
for physical education in schools for more than 60 years. She worked for the inclusion of
females in spores at the national level, actively pioneering the inclusion of women's high
school spores before the passage of Tide IX.
An athlete herself, Kneer was a premiere catcher for the Peoria Caterpillar Dieselettes
in the 1940s. She was heralded as the "world's greatest softball catcher." She went on co
author many books and articles in the world of athletics and physical education.
Kneer has been honored repeatedly and is a member of the ISU Athletics Percy Hall
of Fame, ISU's College of Education Hall of Fame, the Illinois Softball Hall of Fame,
and the Illinois Coaches Association for Girls and Women Hall of Fame.
She served as president of the National Association for Spore and Physical Education and the Illinois Association for Health, Physical Education and Sports. She has been
inducted into the Hall of Fame for each association, and awarded their highest honors.
Kneer is a generous donor co ISU, with the Marian Kneer Softball Stadium dedicated during the 2009 season.
llli noisState.edu/FoundersDay
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SENATOR JOHN W. MAITLAND JR., COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION AWARD

DAVID T. WIANT
David Wiant dedicated 36 years to higher education, with 28 years at Illinois State Universiry. He established and developed the Universiry's personnel program. He advanced
to assistant vice president of Administrative Services, yet maintained oversight of the
personnel office. Despite retiring in 1986, his success in personnel work resulted in
organizations with delicate personnel problems seeking his counsel.
He remains active in the McLean Counry area and supports the Universiry. In
2006, his children established the Dave and Jo Wiant Endowed Scholarship within
Mennonite College of Nursing in celebration of his 80th birthday. He has helped spearhead fundraising for Athletics scholarships as a past president of the Redbird Education
Scholarship Fund.
Wiant has served as vice president for The Redbird Club and has held season rickets
for Redbird athletic events. For his dedicated service, he was awarded the Stretch Miller
Award from Athletics and the E. Burton Mercier Outstanding Service Award.
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

R. DAVID EDMUNDS
David Edmunds was a Bloomington High School teacher when he began his master's
degree in social sciences education at Illinois State Universiry. His thesis, A History of
the Kickapoo Indians in Illinois, 1750-1834, was just the start of his Native American

research. Afrer completing a doctorate at the Universiry of Oklahoma, Edmunds went
on to become one of the nation's most prolific writers of Native American history.
A descendent of Cherokee ancestry, Edmunds has written more than 100 essays,
articles, or short publications. He has authored or edited 10 books, including The Shawnee Prophet, which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize.
He is a consultant on N ative American history to tribal governments and Hollywood filmmakers. Edmunds has worked on more than a dozen films or documentaries
for PBS, the History Channel, and commercial television. He has also been an editorial
consultant to many of the nation's leading publishers and universiry presses, and held
advisory positions for numerous museums and federal agencies, including the U.S .
Department of Justice, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Smithsonian Institution, and
the National Park Service.
Edmunds has served as the president of both the Western History Association and
the American Sociery for Ethnohistory, and as a distinguished lecturer for the Organization of American Historians. He has received numerous accolades, including an honorary
degree from Illinois Stare, and an Award of Merit from the American Indian Historians
Association. He has served on the faculry at the Universiry ofWyoming, Texas Christian
Universiry, The Universiry of California at Berkeley, UCLA, and Indiana Universiry.
He currently holds the Warson Professorship in American History at the Universiry
of Texas at Dallas. At present, his research focus is upon the history of Native American
identiry, Native Americans in the Midwest and on the Grear Plains, and Native American biography.
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Outstanding University
Graduate Student Teaching Awards
The Outstanding Universit y Graduate Stud ent Teaching Award is to recogni ze
outstanding contributions to teaching made by graduate students as part of th ei r
program and educationa l experience at Illinoi s State University.
M.A. LEVEL 1

MATTHEW SPIALEK '10
Matthew Spialek ' 10, public relations, has been a teaching assistant in the School of
Communication since August 2010. As a master's student, Spialek has caught several
sections of Communication as Critical Inquiry (COM 110), where he has focused on
incorporating the University's values of civic and political engagement into the basic
communication course. As a resulc of these efforts, he has worked with the course directors to develop assignments across 70 sections which emphasize critical thinking and
argumentation skills in the context of current, controversial, and multi-faceted issues.
Additionally, Spialek serves as the general education assistant for the school and as a
peer mentor co three first-year graduate teaching assistants. Spialek's teaching interests
parallel his research interests. His thesis is exploring the pedagogy of political engagement in introductory communication courses and its role with at-risk students' political
knowledge, motivation, skill, and effect.

LIANA SUHADOLNIK

'07

Liana Suhadolnik '07, exercise science, has worked as a graduate teaching assistant since
August 2010 for the School of Kinesiology and Recreation. After working for three
years as assistant manager and fitness director at Presidential Towers Health Club in
Downtown Chicago, she returned to Illinois Seate University to earn her master's degree
in exercise physiology. Her work experience, as well as her excellent academic preparation, equipped her with the knowledge and experience imperative for teaching students
enrolled in the various Active for Life program classes. Given Suhadolnik's experience in
the field of teaching both activity and non-activity content, she utilized co both as a part
of her teaching assistantship. Suhadolnik saw the prospect, opportunity, and need for a
new course, so she conceived a new and unprecedented class to add to course offerings.
She developed a syllabus and course content for this new class, which was approved, and
is being offered at the University.
M.A. LEVEL 2

ASHLEY NICOLE MERICLE

'09, M.S. '11

Ashley Nicole Mericle '09, biochemistry/molecular biology, has been a teaching assistant
for the Department of Chemistry since August 2009. She has served as a teaching assistant for the General Chemistry Lab I (CHE 140) and Biochemistry Lab (CHE 343).
She always tries to use visual or hands-on examples and often teaches students through
building molecules using a molecular modeling kit or manipulating molecules in 3-D
on the compurer screen. Mericle was very proud co be able co teach first-semester stulllinoisState .edu/FoundersDay
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dents as well as senior undergraduates taking an advanced lab course in their major. She
gained a lot of experience being a teaching assistant for the basic level General Chemistry
course and was able to push her students to chink outside of the box in the upper level
Biochemistry course. She credits her parents, faculty mentors, fellow teaching assistants,
and opportunities at the Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology for her success
as a teaching assistant.

Council for Teacher Education
Scholarship recipients
JOHN GIGLIO,

HISTORY

AL YSSE MANCUSO,
KATE ROUSE,

FAMI LY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

EARLY CHI LDHOOD EDUCATION

Bone, Presidential, and University
Scholars, and Bowman Fellows
BONE SCHOLARS

Brock Bodine
Jennifer Carrillo
Polly Hire
Caitlin Kopp
Valerie Melrose
Olivia Myers
Sean Palmer
Christopher
Pendergast
Kaitlyn Ralph
Laura Sedivy
Laura Sapper
Danica Taylor
Andrew Terleckyj
Matthew Ware
Anna Weigandc
PRESIDENTIAL
SCHOLARS

Rurh Allen
Kyle Barshinger
Kathleen Becker
Katherine Blas
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Alexandra Bolde
Emily Bollin
Sarah Bollinger
Adrienne Boni
Connor Brennan
Molly Briggs
Ashley Brown
Michelle Brunk
Emily Brutton
Kelsey Bunner
Jessica Carroll
Melanie Chwee
Amanda Clement
Stacie Cler
Blake Doane
Dale Domnick Jr.
Mark Donahue
Jonathan Dove
Eliot Driver
Maria Endsley
Kara Esker
Kristen Farmer
Kristen Faucon
Jennifer Ficek
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Teresa Finegan
Thomas Fitzgerald
Claire Ford
Kent Franklin
Taylor Garrison
Alec Gramm
Anthony Greer
Sebastian Grobe
Mary Hansen
Michael Hantak
Nichelle Harrison
Joseph Hawrysz
Polly Hirt
Andrew Hudson
Edward Hurd
Abigail Ildefonso
Katherine Jean
Emily Johnson
Elora Karim
Aston Karner
Rachel Kee
Kirsten Keener
Jamie Kennett
Kevin Kledzik

Ashley Knorr
Kyle Koniewicz
Erin Lee
Kayleigh Legno
Maggie Leonard
Patrick Litre!
Kaitlyn Lunte
Amanda Lutes
Tyler Malone
Elizabeth Mayberry
Matthew McCue
David McGill
Eric Meier
Valerie Melrose
Nicole Morrow
Karissa Neihouser
Brandon Nelson
Logan Nelson
Daniel Norman
Nancy O'Neill
Kathryn Opperman
Karina Palukaitis
Bradley Panzarella
Gina Paxson

Michelle Perchess
Sarah Pfluger
Lindsay (Clements)
Prewitt
Gabriela Radanova
Jamie Rasmussen
Sean Riordan
Emma Roch
Natalie Roxas
Lily Rutherford
Anna Sanchez
Kelly Schick
Kelsey Schluntz
Aaron Schmitt
Pamela Schuett
Danielle
Schumacher
Kathryn Schutte
Katrina Schutzkus
James Shellie, Jr.
Sarah Skibo
Jodi Slagel
Laura Sapper
Ernaline Stendback
Brandon Stevens
Jeanette Stoller
Andrew Scuepferc
Danica Taylor
Rachel Varney
Hannal1 Waibel
Matthew Ware
Maggie Wates
Anna Weigandt
Megan Welch
Emily Wolter

Jeffrey Wright
Sarah Wysock
Tyler Yonke
Emma Zimmerman
UNIVERSITY
SCHOLARS

Gloria Alvarado
Adrienne Anderson
Brittany Applegate
Marc Ashford
Noah Beck
Samantha
Bell-Brown
Teja Bloom
Lauren Bradley
Michelle Brown
Erica Burgos
Nicholas Castro
Evan Charboneau
Jennifer Chua
Jamie Clark
Brian Comella
London Conley
Emily Cuttle
J elani Darling
Kara Davis
Khamille De Lara
Diana Deanda
Gina Desimone
David Douglas
Elliott Englander
Lauren Esguerra
Elizabeth Flores
Jeremy Fong

Charles Franco
Adriene Galindo
Andrea Garay
Amy Garganera
Armando
Gil-Barriga
Mia Gilliam
Ashley Gomez
Alex Gonzalez
Stephanie Gutierrez
Adam
Haile-Mariam
Jory Hayes
Rachel Heiden
Kaitlin Hernandez
Reyna Hernandez
Katia Hudson
Terry Jackson
Markita Jenkins
Rodney Johnson
Travis Johnson
Kiyoshi Kaholokula
Melissa Kelly
Jeremy Kman
Daniela Lerma
Daniel Lietz
Arielle Lopez
Laura Loyd
Briana Madden
Nicole Manzella
Gloria Mascoce
Claudia Medrano
Leah Meyer
Sable Micor
Moise Moctezuma

Ashley Mora
Lindsay Murga
Matthew Ng
Michael Pemberton
Kieran Pereira
Aisha Praughc
Rick Puerto
Angel Pulido
Jemiann Puna
Alexis Ramiro
Mariah Reed
Deja Sanders
Corie Schave
Zakariyah Shah
Brittany Smith
Raymond Sc John
Candice Seiger
Christian Scoinev
Lauren Thomas
Jakob Trancoso
Ellis Turner
Cristina Vallejo
Amanda Villafranca
Mackenzie Walker
Diana Wills
Erika Yabile
Louise Yaces
Stephanie Zarinana
Alexa Zurbano
BOWMAN FELLOWS

Gordon Booker
Sierra Dockery
Courcnee Gonzalez
Nadia Fiaz
Lauren Rivera

Environ menta I Stewardship
Award recipients
The goal of this annual award is to recognize campus groups and departments that
are helping to further the Green Team 's mission. Research projects, ongoing environmental ed ucat ion programs, indiv idual efforts, and innovative program impl eme ntation
are just a few of the efforts that are acceptable for recognition.

BALLARD MCCLESKY,

ENTERPR ISE SYSTEMS SUPPORT
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2011 Team Excellence Award recipients
FIRST PLACE

THE MASTER PLAN TEAM
HONORABLE MENTION

CEMAST NORMAL STAGE STOP ORGANIZATION
WGL T PLEDGE DRIVE MARKETING TEAM

A/P Council
Distinguished Service Awards
GINA BIANCHI,
GAIL LAMB,

ALUMNI RELATIONS

DEVELOPMENT

ERIK RANKIN,

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

A/P Council Emerging Leader Award
TRACY WEHRLE,

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES

A/P Council
Esprit de Corps Award
JULIE BARNHILL,

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Civil Service Council
Distinguished Service Awards
KAM ERON

cox,

M ILITARY SCIENCE

STEVE LANCASTER,
LOIS SOELDNER,
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FACILIT IES MANAGEMENT

ADMISSIONS
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Recognition of employees
YEARS OF SERVICE

35 YEARS
Amy Armstrong .. .......... ... ...... ... .:.. .. Registrar
Dianne Brewer ... ... ... ....................... Mathematics
30 YEARS

Kathy Beal .. .. .... ... ....... .... , ....... ........ Media Relations
Robert Boma ... ....... ...... ............. ...... Research Ethics and Compliance
Cheryl Elzy .. ... .. .... ... .. ............. .. ... ... Vice President and Provost
Barbara Gallick ... .. ... ..... ..... .. ........... Family and Consumer Sciences
Dara Gibson ........................... .. .. .... Universiry Marketing and Communications
Julia Hardesty ........ .. .... ........... .... .... Athletics
Janet Johnson .... .. ...... .. .... ...... ....... ... Milner Library
James Knell ..... .. .. .... ......... .... ..... ...... Campus Services/Grounds
Darcy Loy ...... ........ ... ... .. ........... ...... Campus Services/Grounds
Debbie Mason ... ... ........ .... .... ..... .... . Milner Library
Dennis Monkman ..... ............. ....... .. Campus Dining Services
Lori Montoya .. .. ... .. .... .... ................. University Housing Services
Susan Payne ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ........ .... Diversity Advocacy
Sharon Stille ... ... ... .... ......... ....... ..... .. Telecommunications and Network Support Services
John Tarter ....... ... ...... .. ................... College of Education
William Walden .... ............ .... ... ....... Campus Services/Grounds
Anthony Witte .. ....... .... .. .. .......... .. ... Parking and Transportation
25 YEARS

Iris Baird ........... ...... ... ................ ..... Philosophy
Peter Beaulieu ...... ... ... ............. .. .... .. Campus Services/Grounds
Jeff Billington ........ ................ ..... .. .. Campus Services/Grounds
Robin Billington ..... .. ...... ....... ... .. .... Campus Services/Grounds
Orland Cornell ...... ...... ................. .. Campus Services/Grounds
Daniel Crews ......... ..... ... ................. Campus Services/Grounds
Deborah Curtis ........ .. .... .......... ... .. .. College of Education
Robert Dean .... ............ .... ... .. .......... College of Education
Peter Embry ................., .................. Campus Services/Grounds
Nancy Ferrero ................. .......... ...... Accounting
Gerald H azelwood ... ....... ............. .. . Facilities Management
William Hoover ....... ..... .. ..... .. ......... Campus Services/Grounds
Krena Hoyt ...... ........ ....... .... .... ........ Milner Library
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Ben Jackson .... ..... ... ... ..... ................ Office of Energy Management
Grace Johns ..... .......... ..................... Physics
Janice Leuchcenberg ..... .......... ......... Registrar
Randy Marrs ... ....... .. ... ... ......... ........ Computer Infrastructure Support Services
Mark McClure ..... ..... ...... ..... ........... Campus Services/Grounds
Jan Murphy ....... ..... ........ ..... ... ........ Vice President and Provost
Kimberly Nance ...... ........ ........ ........ Graduate School
Stephen Oross .. .. ... .... ............ ... .. ..... Business Intelligence and Technology Solutions
Sunny Portree ......... ........ ... ............ . Graduate School
Lesley Sauder ....................... ....... .... Insurance and Financial Services
Paul Schulz ........ ... ..... ..... ...... ... , ...... Facilities Management
Judith Sevel .... .. ..... .......... .. .. .. ..... .. ... School of Social Work
Jan Sealey ........................... ............ . Marketing
Elaine Thoennes .. .. ... ... ................... Campus Recreation
Bech Turner ........ ... .... ... ........ ... ...... . Universiry Advancement
Kathy Vollstedt ......... .... ... ......... ...... University High School
Bradley Winans ............... .. ...... ........ Business Intelligence and Technology Solutions
2 0YEARS

Mary Anderson .. ................. ........ ... . Campus Dining Services
M ichael Auxier ................ ................ Facilities Management
Jo Ellen Bahnsen ... ..... ... ... ... ... ....... .. Comptroller's Office
Timothy Baker ........................... .. ... Campus Services/Grounds
Patrick Burke .. ."...................... ......... University Police Department
John Caplinger ............... .............. .. . Campus Services/Grounds
Cheryl Cleeton ....................... ......... Telecommunications and Network Support Services
Michael Conner ... ... ...... ...... ... ...... ... Campus Services/Grounds
Vikkie Cossio ....... .... .................. ..... School of Art
Angela Cowles .... .. .. ... .. ... ... ....... ....... University College
Sarita Cox ....................................... College of Business
Barbara Dallinger ......... ...... .... ....... .. Dean of Students Office
Teri Derango ............... ................... Conferencing Unit
Mark Deterding ....... ... ... ... ..... .. ...... . Campus Services/Grounds
Erin Dwyer .................. ......... .......... Business Intelligence and Technology Solutions
Susan Fish ........... ..... ... .. .... .............. Comptroller's Office
Terri Fraser .... ............. .. .. .......... ...... Curriculum and Instruction
William Gambardella .......... ... ..... .. .. Parking and Transportation
David Geshiwlm .... ..... ...... ....... .... .. . Campus Dining Services
Lucile Graham ....... .......... ............... Campus Services/Grounds
Maria Griffieth .................. ... ... ........ Campus Services/Grounds
Randel Hartman ......... .. .. ........ ..... ... Campus Services/Grounds
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Lynell Henneberry ................ ....... ... Special Olympics Illinois
Arthur Hosea .. ......... .......... ... ... ... .... Campus Services/Grounds
Michael James .......... .......... .... ..... .... Campus Services/Grounds
Judy Keenan .. ...... ... ... .. ........ .... ....... Graduate School
Kevin Kelley ....... ................ ........ ..... Comptroller's Office
Mary Kentzler ....... ... .. .......... .. .. ... .. .. Comptroller's Office
Timothy Larkin .............................. Campus Services/Grounds
Deborah Lesch er ........ ............... ... ... Geography-Geology
Michael McCurdy ............ ........ ... .. .. WGLT
Lilly Meiner ....... .. ... .. ... ........ ....... ... . College of Education
Jodi Nibbelin ...... ........ ..... ..... .......... Thomas Metcalf School
Karen Orrick ... .... .................. ... .... .. . Facilities Management
Michael Otto ......... ... ... ... ................ Office of Energy Management
Carol Pfaff ...................................... Educational Administration and Foundations
Laura Provost .. ... ......... ...... ........... ... Golf Course
Linda Reabe ........ .. ... ...... .. .......... .. ... Special Education
Jonathan Rosenthal .... ... ..... ........ ..... Vice President and Provost
Susan Ravens .. ...... .. ..... ... ... ............. Milner Library
Julie Ryerson ........... ... .... ..... ... ... ...... Special Olympics Illinois
Teodoro Sanchez ... ... ....... ....... ......... Campus Services/Grounds
Renee Seth ...... ... ...... ..... ... .... ... ........ . Campus Dining Services
Carolyn Smith .. ......... .. ... .......... ...... Comptroller's Office
Faith Ten Haken ... ... .. .... .. ... ......... .. Hisrory
Gail Wertz ................. .. .. ................. Campus Dining Services
Anita Williamson ..... .......... .. .. ........ . Campus Services/Grounds
Babette Witt-Kannady .... ............... . Special Education
Cameo Wonnell ....... ........ ... ... ......... Registrar
Susan Woollen ............... ... ... ..... ... ... Criminal Justice Sciences
15 YEARS

Dennis Augsburger .. .. ....... .. ..... .. .... . Facilities Management
Rita Bailey ... ..... ... ... .... ... ..... ............. Vice President and Provost
Teresa Barnes ....... ... .. .... ... ... ............ Campus Services/Grounds
Gina Bianchi .... .......... .......... .. .. ....... Alumni Relations
Charles Boudreaux ...... ..... ... ... ......... Student Counseling Services
Beth Bradford-Birins ... ... .. ...... ........ . Office of Disability Concerns
Christine Bull .......... .... .. .. .... .... .. ..... Campus Dining Services
Ann Caldwell ... .... .. .... ... ... .... .. ..... .... Office of Disability Concerns
Roger Cann ......... ........ ..... .............. . Campus Dining Services
Karen Chiodo .... ..... .. ... ... .... ... ......... Thomas Metcalf School
Steven Clogston ...................... ........ Comptroller's Office
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Jean Conley ..... ... ... .. .. .. ... ..... .... .. ...... Mathematics
Paul Curry .... .... .. ........ .. ....... ... .. ...... Bone Student Center
William Curtis ............... .. .. ......... ... . Facilities Management

L. Stephen Dennie ........ ........ .. ........ Facilities Management
Paul Dillow .. ...... ............ .. ... .... ....... . Classroom Technology Support Services
Donna Dodd-Fulcher ....... ..... ........ . Registrar
Teresa Drollinger .... ....... .... .......... ... Campus Services/Grounds
Laura Edwards ................. .. ...... ....... Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Gregory Fears ..... .... .. ... .. ....... .. .... ... .. Office of Energy Management
Brent Fisher .... .......... ......... ........... .. Campus Services/Grounds
Bruce Franson .. ..... .... ... .................. . College of Education
Martha Frieburg ...... ...... .. ... ... ....... ... English
Lesley Funk .................................... . Campus Services/Grounds
Mildred Gardner ... .......................... Campus Dining Services
Amy Gilliland ... ............. ... ..... .... ..... School of Biological Sciences
Kerwin Henderson .... ..... .... .. ........... Campus Services/Grounds
Marjorie Hewitt ...... ......... ... ............ Human Resources
Mark Hotlen .... ......... .. .. ........ .... ..... . Campus Dining Services
Maria Hougas ..... ... ........ .... .......... ... Campus Dining Services
Phoebe Hungerford ........ .. ... ...... ... .. Campus Dining Services
Brooke Hutchcraft ........ .... ....... ....... Campus Services/Grounds
Michael Ivey .... ............................... Parking and Transportation
Amy Johnson ... ......... ... ......... ..... ... .. Bone Srudent Center
Kristen Johnson .. ............................ University Housing Services
Eric Jome ............. ........................... Media Relations
Ronald Kelley .................. .... ... .. ... ... Office of Energy Management
Bonnie Lucas ..... ... ... ........ ......... ...... Office of Energy Management
Mark McClain ...... .. ..... .......... ...... ... Facilities Management
Vincent McDaniel .. ............. .. ......... Facilities Management
Raymond Mucha ............................ Health Sciences
Molly Munson-Dryer ............... ..... .. Clinical Experiences in Teacher Education
Patrick O'Sullivan ..... .... .. .... ........ .... Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology
Joseph Outlaw ...... .. ....... ................. Heating Plant
Hank Payne ................... .. ...... .. .. .... . Campus Services/Grounds
Patricia Peterson ............ ..... .. .......... WGLT
Carmen Plummer .... ......... ....... ..... .. Business Intelligence and Technology Solutions
Susan Rogers .... ............ .. ................. Human Resources
Cynthia Ruszkowski .. ...... ... ........ ..... Insurance and Financial Services
Richard Satchwell .......................... . Milner Library
Mark Schmitt .... ................. .. ......... .. Milner Library
Eric Schuller ....... .... .. ........ ........ ....... College of Arts and Sciences
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Mitchell Shadid ............... ...... ......... Comptroller's Office
Tracy Sherman ................................ Conferencing Unit
Jerome Stoeber ................ .. .............. Facilities Management
Shuntua Stonewall ............ .. ...... ...... University Police Department
Marcia Strum .................................. University Advancement
Brian Stufflebeam .. .. .. .. .... ............... Campus Dining Services
Stephanie Tate ................................ Health Services
Eugene Thacker .............................. Facilities Management
Sharon Tolbert .. .. .......... ...... .. .. .. ...... Campus Dining Services
Annette Vaughan ......................... .. . Alumni Relations
James Wall ...................................... Campus Dining Services
Brian Wojcik .... ......... ... ... .. .............. Special Education
Douglas Wood .................... ......... .. . Enterprise Systems Support
Robin Woolsey ............................... Admissions
Chella Yeakel ................. .. ............... Comptroller's Office
Samuel Yost ................... .. ............ .. . School oflnformation Technology
10 YEARS

Jay Ansher ....................................... Physics
Jaime Aranda ..... ............................. Heating Plant
Jose Arteaga .. ... .. ... ... .... .. .. .. ........ ..... Campus Services/Grounds
Larissa Bailey ............................... .. .. Campus Services/Grounds
Steven Ball ...... .......................... ...... University Housing Services
Elizabeth Banks ................ .. ............. Comptroller's Office
Sidney Barlow ................................. Campus Services/Grounds
Dylan Bauer ........................ ...... ...... Campus Services/Grounds
Rick Beier .. .. ... ... .............. .. ............. Campus Services/Grounds
Nichol Bleichner ... .......................... University Police Department
Martha Boudeman ......................... . Stevenson Center for Community
and Economic Development
Barbara Brandt .................. .. ....... ..... Facilities Management
Victoria Brockhouse .... .. .................. Health Services
Barbara Busick ............................. .. . Campus Dining Services
Vincent Carlson .... .......................... Golf Course
Steven Chinski .. .. ..... .. ..................... Comptroller's Office
Sandy Colbs .................................... Student Counseling Services
John Copes .. .. ..................... .. ....... ... Facilities Management
Valerie Dambold ............................. School of Theatre
Margarita Delgado .......................... Campus Services/Grounds
Edgar Diddams ................ .. ............. Campus Services/Grounds
Norman Durflinger ................... ..... . Educational Administration and Foundations
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Angela Engel ... .................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Planning, Research and Policy Analysis
Kenna Fread ....... ..... .... ... ............... .. H ealth Services
Michael Gardner .. ....... .. .. ..... .... ..... .. University Police Department
Frank Gatza ....... .. .... ..... .. .. ...... ..... ... Campus Services/G rounds
Elizabeth Gerrard ........... ... ... ...... ..... Technology
Steven Gordon ...... ...... ..... ....... .... .... Comptroller's Office
Jeffrey Grabb .... ........ ...... .. .. .. ..... ... .. Mennonite College of Nursing
Martin Greenberg .... ..... .. ... ....... ...... University College
Cindy Greskiwcz ..... .................. ...... College of Applied Science and Technology
Doris Groves .. ....... ........ ...... .... ....... . Enrollment Management and Academic Services
Matthew Harbeck ........... ..... ... ........ Athletics
Philip H atfield ................ ....... ........ . Campus Services/Grounds
Linda Healy .... .. .............. ... .... .. ... .... WGLT
Amanda Hendrix ..... ....... ........... ... .. eMerge
Denise Hilscher .............. ... ..... .... ..... Student Technology Support Services
Donald Hinthorn .............. .. .. ... .. .. ... Campus Services/Grounds
Mary Hinthorne .. ......... ..... ...... .. ..... Campus Dining Services
Jennifer Horton ...... .... ..... ... ... ......... Campus Dining Services
Julie Huber ......... ....... ..... ..... .... ... .... Enrollment Management and Academic Services
Yvette Huddleston .. .... ....... ............. School of Theatre
Krista Jackson ........ .. .... .... ..... ..... ..... Registrar
Melanie Johnston ... ... .. ... .... .. .. .. ....... School oflnformation Technology
James Jones ....... .. .................. ..... ..... College of Business
Narry Kim ..... ............ .............. .. ... .. President's Office
Rebecca Kovar ..... ..... .... .... ......... ..... Equal Opportunity, Ethics and Access
Stefanie Lee-Berardi .. ...... ............. ... College of Education
Sally Little .......... ......... ............ ........ School of Biological Sciences
Penelope Long ..... ... ... .. ...... ..... ........ School of Communication
Teresa Long .. .... ...... ..... .... ... ....... ..... Campus Services/Grounds
Adam Loscar ... ......... ..... ... ...... ....... .. Parking and Transportation
Karla Lucas ... .. .... .... .... ..... .. .... ... ...... Campus Dining Services
John Madison .. .. .......... .. ..... ..... .. ..... Telecommunications and Nerwork Support Services
Michael Mahle ......... ..................... .. University Marketing and Communications
Wesley Matejka ..... ........ .................. Thomas Metcalf School
Stefanie McAllister ...... ........ ..... ....... Educational Administration and Foundations
Ballard McCleskey ..... ..... ....... .. ..... .. Enterprise Systems Support
Renee McDonald ... ............ .. ........ ... Health Services
Danielle Miller-Schuster .. .. ........ .... . Student Affairs
Melissa Moody .. .... '. ... ..... ... ...... ...... .. Mennonite College of Nursing
Jeanne Munz ..... ........ .... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. University Housing Services
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Momar Ndiaye .................... .. .... ...... International Studies
Andrew Nelson ............ ................... Computer Infrastructure Support Services
Sandra Nieto ................................... Campus Services/Grounds
Brent Paterson ................................ Student Affairs
Janet Paterson ................................. Dean of Students Office
Kelly Peiffer .................................... Educational Administration and Foundations
Ryan Peters .... ..................... ...... ...... Milner Library
Arturo Ramirez ............................... Admissions
Lynn Ramsey .. ... .. ... .... ... .. ............... Central Receiving
Andrea Rediger ...... .. .................. .. ... Educational Administration and Foundations
Bridget Reeland ..... ....... ..... .. ........... University Housing Services
Lynn Reha ........ ....... .. ... .......... ........ Educational Administration and Foundations
Shawn Rigsby ..... ........... ... ............. .. Financial Aid Office
Bernard Schimanski ....... ... .......... .... Campus Services/Grounds
Lori Schlink ....... ............................. Campus Services/Grounds
William Shields ........... ............ .... .. .. Geography-Geology
Roberta Shoemaker ...... ................. .. Physics
Howard Shoultz .............................. University Recycling
Diane Skidmore ...... ................ ... ..... College of Business
Ann Smoots .................................... Campus Dining Services
John Staley .......... ................... ......... Telecommunications and Network Support Services
Derek Story ...... ............................... Human Resources
Timothy Szerlong ........................... Enterprise Systems Support
Robert Tomes ................................. Campus Services/Grounds
Christine Tsui ................................. Facilities Planning
Denise Wadzinski ........................... Registrar
Fred Walk .. ..................................... History
Dane Ward ..................................... Milner Library
Debbie White ....................... ........ .. Campus Dining Services
John Williamson ............................. Facilities Management
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Board of Trustees
MICHAEL MCCUSKEY, CHAIR

BOB DOBS KI

JOANNE E. MAITLAND, SECRETARY

ROC KY DONAHUE

JAY D. BERGMAN

BETTY KINSER
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GREG AYERS ' 90
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Thank you to chose who continue to enrich the tradition
of FOUNDERS DAY by marching in regalia.

Glory hast thou, might and power,
Proud the halls of 1su;
Deeds that live in song and story,
Loyal sons and daughters true.
So shalt thou in years increasing,
Send thy grads of honest worth;
Forth to bear with zeal unceasing,
Wisdom's torch throughout the earth.
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